THE COMPLEX MARKET IN THE
PHARMACEUTICALS INDUSTRY — A TOPIC
FOR OUR EXPERTS
Pharmaceutical companies move within specific framework conditions which are
determined by many layers of factors. Whether in human or veterinary medicine,
whether it’s a company with its own research and development department,
manufacturers of ethic products or generics (OTC)—efficient business procedures
ensure a strong position in the complex medicines market.

MARKET AND REGULATIONS
Market conditions are characterised by fusions, cooperations and takeovers among
large international companies. Reforms of the health system, cost pressure and
regulatory requirements such as the Medical Products Act including its guidelines for
quality management and safety—all these things create additional management work
and set high requirements for all systems dealing with company data.

PATENTS AND PRODUCT LAUNCH
Patent registrations and patent protection—sometimes with long, slow procedures for
application and approval—need extensive resources and must be tied into efficient
processes to be competitive on an international scale. The launch of a medicine is a
multifaceted process and plays a central role, and IT is moving closer and closer to the
front of the product’s life cycle. Current, valid and meaningful data are among the core
areas of strategic and operative company leadership. Customer-related data must be
available and assessable across all departments for pharmaceutical companies to be
able to interact with customers and stakeholders:
– Health insurers
– Registered doctors
– Clinics
– Medical service centres
– Pharmacies/chemists
– Universities
– Research institutes
– Shareholders
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– Media
… and increasingly, directly with patients

PATIENTS, MARKETING AND SALES
Due to active and challenging communication behaviour, patients are moving
increasingly closer to direct communication: services such as a call centre and online
medical information are being built up. An integrated, well-considered and highperformance CRM solution is needed.

SPECIALIST MEDIA
Data also includes clinical studies, application observations, sending specialist
literature and medical education materials, as well as distribution and marketing
measures.

SALES TEAM - MOBILE, UP TO DATE, ABLE TO MAKE
DECISIONS
The mobile sales team is an important pillar of the company’s success. Meaningful data
is essential for sales in pharmaceutical companies. However, the role of sales
representatives is changing: from a one-sided recipient of supportive measures by
pharmaceutical companies, the sales representative is increasingly placed directly at
the interface to health insurers, patients and pharmacies.
Under these dynamic market conditions, sales representatives need individual access
to data, adjusted for new sales channels, and set up for distribution according to
country, regions and districts—hierarchically and geographically. Of course, data must
be available at all times, on a laptop and increasingly on a smartphone.
The pharmaceuticals industry is based on business models that require accurate
analyses and reports to measure the performance of the sales representatives and
manage them towards a sure goal.
Our services contribute to the profitable optimisation of your pharmaceutical
company’s business processes, thus increasing the growth and value of the company.

PROCESSES
– Customer relationship management (Siebel CRM)
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– Customer management and complaint management
– Customer loyalty, including bonus management
– Marketing and sales crossover campaign management
– Conference and event management
– Increase in data quality
– Key stakeholder management
– Compliance and risk management (e.g. SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley Act), Pharmaceutical
vigilance systems, FDA , GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice)
– Analyses, Dashboards, KPIs

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
– Order Management (product configuration, sending samples, price and contract
management, bonus systems e.g. for pharmacies, discounts)
– Price and contract management, discounts
– Managing supplier procedures
– Analyses, reporting (e.g. master data reporting, design, ad-hoc analysis, dashboards
and scorecards, alerts and data event monitoring), documentation and controlling
– Tailored iPhone and iPad applications for online access for mobile sales
representatives, including contact documentation

TECHNOLOGIES
– Business intelligence (OBIEE) services and solutions
– CRM on demand
– Master data management (MDM)
– Business performance management
– Key account management
– Sales force management, including provisioning
– Integration of new Internet platforms and communications channels with all
stakeholders
– Integrations/ migrations of existing IT or CRM setups, SAP Integration, e.g. as part of
a fusion
– Document management, e.g. of studies, specialist media, patient offers

HARDWARE
– Data Warehousing with Oracle Exadata (e.g. data management, performance, ETL,
Data Marts)
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Riverland Reply specializes in technical consulting, implementation and system
integration in various fields like processes, business solutions and technologies. The
core competencies of the company include, among others, customer relationship
management and business intelligence. Riverland Reply develops and implements
tailor-made versions of Oracle solutions in these areas. The inclusion in the network of
the European IT service provider Reply offers access to the knowledge of over 3,000 IT
experts. In 2010, the Reply network of companies had a turnover of approx. 384
million euros in the main offices in Italy, Germany and the United Kingdom. For more
information visit www.reply.de.
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